D- RV Travel Lifestyle

Format of the course will be a PowerPoint slide presentation to guide the discussion of key topics related to recreational vehicle (RV) travel. Embedded video clips also included to entertain and highlight key aspects of the RV lifestyle. Opportunity for participants to ask questions and contribute. Goal to provide information and lessons learned from both personal experiences RVing over 20+ years and research in an entertaining format.

Session #1:
- Pre-test for fun and ice breaker
- Introduction of participants with their expectations of the course
- General overview of the RV lifestyle discussions, trends etc
- Begin discussion list from instructor’s lessons learned over 20+ years of RVing
- Information details, facts, RV lingo
- Video clip for entertainment and reinforce the lifestyle experience

Session #2:
- Pro/Cons of the various styles of RVs:
  - Pop-Ups, truck camper, travel trailer, class B, class C, class A, Super C, Fifth Wheel
- Continue to build on the lessons learned to generate questions and discussions
- Video clips to highlight the discussions

Session #3:
- Overview of RV operations,
- Overview of maintenance, costs etc
- Investment costs of the adventure
- Safety discussion

Session #4
- Towing, driving, payload considerations
- RV market trends
- Full-time lifestyles

Session #5:
- RV lifestyle adventures, opportunities and challenges
- Discuss lessons learned
- Trip planning and check lists
- Open discussions and questions
- Video clip
- Post-test. Are you ready for the RV adventure?